Vehicle detection has been the critical part of the traffic surveillance system for many years. However, vehicle detection method is still challenging. In this paper, differential morphology closing profile is used to extract the vehicle automatically from the traffic image. Along with closing profile, some addition operation has been applied as a part of the algorithm to get the high detection and quality rate. Result demonstrated that the novel method has an excellent detection and quality percentage. We also have compared our automated detection method with other traditional image processing based methods and the results indicate that our proposed method provides better results than traditional image processing based methods.
Introduction
Vehicle detection is a challenging research topic in intelligent transport system. It is very useful to improve traffic control and management system. It helps to reduce congestion potentially but appears not to be strongest part in intelligent transport system. Vehicle detection is motivated by different applications, e.g. traffic flow management, road planning and military applications such as high way traffic monitoring and planning for the traffic management [1] . The vehicle detection enables the extraction of critical traffic parameters such as vehicle speed [2] , vehicle density [3] and traffic flow rate [4] and congestion level.
Over the years, many researchers have proposed different algorithms and techniques to detect the vehicle. In [5] vehicle is detected by calculating the characteristic features in the image of monochrome camera. In detection algorithm, hypothesis is generated by using shadow and symmetry features. This is only applicable for driver but not applicable for vehicle counting. In [6] [7] neural networks were applied for vehicle detection. But there are two major problems with neural network one that there is no warranty to reach the global minimum and second one implies to a data which sets representative of the real world and there is not a universal optimum model for neural network. In [8] fuzzy measures are used to detect vehicles. Light intensity value is used as fuzzy measure. When the intensity value falls in certain interval, fuzzy measures must be used to decide if it is a vehicle or not. In [9] fuzzification of area and circumference is done for classification and each vehicle type (e.g. small, medium and big) is assigned with a measurement range of values by designing fuzzy rules and finally defuzzification is done. In [10] a segmentation approach using adaptive background subtraction is discussed. This method needs the background image and adapts to changes in weather and lightening condition and another approaches is time differencing [11] which consists of subtracting consequents frames. This method is insensitive to lighting conditions and not requiring the background image. This method produces small blobs that are difficult to separate from noise [12] . In [13] the background subtraction and image segmentation based on morphological transformation for tracking and counting vehicles are used .Some morphological algorithm uses thresholding as image segmentation technique for vehicle detection [14] .
In this paper, an automated vehicle detection algorithm for the traffic images is proposed. Differential morphological profile is used to detect the vehicle and averaging filter reduces the noise effect in the input image. Proposed algorithms, automatically detects the vehicles by setting some initial parameters like a series of closing operation of different structure sizes to implement the differential profile.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: proposed system with block diagram is discussed in Section 2, which is followed by test results and discussions in Section 3 and the conclusion in Section 4.
Proposed Algorithm
The main objective of this part of the research was to detect vehicle automatically moving on the road. In this paper, a traffic image is used to test the proposed detection technique. Multiscale DMP closing profile is applied on the traffic image for the automatic vehicle detection in the proposed algorithm. Shape Index of the vehicle is used for identification of the vehicle. The following steps will be used to detect the vehicle in the proposed algorithm: 1) Input an image 2) Pre-processing 3) Differential Morphology profile 4) Thresholding 5) Filtering The block Diagram of the automatic vehicle detection procedure is presented in the Figure 1 . The block diagram in the Figure 1 shows sequence of steps was followed in the detection process. First traffic image is taken from any high resolution camera. Pre-processing of image reduces the noise effect. Along with differential morphology profile, thresholding is applied to the image to highlight the vehicles of interest. At last filtering hides the false objects and highlights the vehicles.
Input a Traffic Image
The proposed algorithm is applied on frames (still images) of road segments. Input traffic image is taken using near vertical positioned cameras. Figure 2 shows the input image.
Preprocessing
The initial task of vehicle detection is to convert true color input image into gray level image.
T , is combination of the three color components Red, Green and Blue. The input color frame is converted into gray level image I G , according to luminance converter [15] .
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To reduce the false object detection in the resultant image, averaging filter [16] is implemented on the image I G . Averaging filter reduces the noise effect in the image.
I S , Image formed by averaging K different noisy images
The Differential Morphological Profile
Mathematical morphology has been applied to a wide variety of practical problems such as noise filtering, Image segmentation, shape detection and decomposition, pattern recognition [17] - [21] . Mathematical morphology differs from many other image processing techniques because it is a nonlinear approach, usually dealing with discrete data in terms of sets and set operations. The Differential morphological profile (DMP) [22] is used to create a feature vector from a single image. It is based on the repeated use of the two morphological operations, Opening and closing by reconstruction with different structuring element (SE) sizes A. Closing by reconstruction,
is applied on preprocessed image I S obtain from Equation (2) with a structure element of size i. The closing by reconstruction is computed as dilation of the image I S with SE, followed by a geodesic reconstruction by erosion [22] . The geodesic reconstruction by dilation is an iterative procedure that is performed until idempotence is reached. A morphology closing profile is de fined as 
The closing profile is an anti-granulometry generated by closing by reconstruction. When the structure element A differential morphological profile is computed using the Equation (4) ( ( ) ( )
where T is calculated by Ostu's method.
Filtering
Filtering is used to extract the target object i.e. vehicles from the I result. .To extract the target objects, I vehicle , shape index is computed. A shape index threshold enables to extract vehicles more accurately. Mathematically, Shape Index (SI) can be calculated according to Equation (9):
After performing above operations, target object i.e. vehicle are detected.
Experiments and Discussions
The automated vehicle detection using morphological differential profile is tested on image of Southern Expressway Australia taken from internet [24] . The input image is shown in the Figure 1 . Within the image, vehicles were manually delineated. The manually delineated vehicles were used as reference vehicles to check the accuracy of the automatic vehicle detection algorithm. The performance of the purposed system is evaluated using the three measures [25] , TPR (true positive rate), FPR (false positive rate) and FNR (false negative rate). They are calculated using the Equations (10), (11), (12) 
Number of vehicles missed FNR 100 Number of vehicles appearing in the video frames = × (12) To obtain good performance, the detection algorithm must try to reduce the false negative rate and false positive rate types of errors and FNR = 0 and FPR = 0 indicates 100% accuracy of the detection algorithm.
The automated detection algorithm discussed in Section 2 is implemented on the input image. The DMP is generated on the test image using disc-shaped morphological structures with increasing radius r from 3 to 24 (using equal step size 3).Structure information(Shape Index) is used to extract the vehicles. The detection algorithm is tested on the traffic image as shown in Figure 2 . Total vehicles visible in the input image are 26. The algorithms [26] [27] is tested on the same traffic image and the statistics measures of proposed and other algorithms [26] [27] are summarized in Table 1 , which present the false positive rate, true positive rate, false negative rate .
The statistics measures of Table 1 indicate that the proposed vehicle detection method has better detection rate than other methods available in literature.
Figures 2-5 show original image, the result of method [25] [26] and proposed algorithm respectively. Method [25] result shows that some detected vehicles are very blurred and merged with background .So it is difficult to recognize them as true vehicles. The true positive rate of the method [25] is 84%, method [26] is 38% and proposed algorithm shows 96% true vehicle detection rate. 
Conclusion
This paper has described automatic vehicle detection algorithm for traffic images that take into account the differential morphological profile for detection process. The DMP is a non-linear technique applied into highway traffic images to detect the vehicles. Experimental result shows the applicability and the superiority of this algorithm. Further extensions are needed to effectively reduce this misclassification based on semantic and geometric properties of roads and vehicles.
